Objective 2 (Provision of seasonal livelihood inputs & Livestock asset protection). In October, a total of 52,174 beneficiaries were reached.

Out of this, ACTED response constituted 40%, DRC 20%, AAH 16%, SIF 6%, DKH(SYPD) and NODO 5% each, NAPAD 3%, and the remaining 3% was provided by IRW, Mercy Corps, CESVI, Candlelight and SOGPA combined. Cumulatively from January to October 2021, a total of 1,149,181 beneficiaries have been reached with seasonal emergency agriculture inputs, livestock restocking and treatment activities, trainings and other livelihoods support. This translates to 130% achievement against the HRP target of 0.9 million (880,987)
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Strategic objective 2 update

FAO and partners are providing support to farmers in Somalia to help people to survive the crisis. Ahmed gets consultation on how to eradicate Fall Army in his farm in Dagmo Lagas, Somaliland, FAO/NSO/Arete/Isak Amine
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